
 

Equality and Diversity Committee 

Minutes 

28th November 2016, 4.30pm in NH208 (Students’ Association Building) 

Present Jodie Waite (Chair), Tanya Ziyenge (BME Officer 2), Maja 
Jorgensen (Open Place), Rachel Simpson (Societies E+D 
Champion) 

Absent Cols Ward (Disabled Students Officer), Robyn Moffat-Wall 
(Womens Officer), Katherine McGinness (Open Place) 

Apologies Aushna Ikhlaq (BME Officer 1), Kellie-Rose Clyde (Sports 
E+D Champion) 

In Attendance Aimee Cuthbert (Clerk), Kevin Campbell (VP SHLS), Chris 
Daisley (VP SEBE) 

1. Apologies 

As above 

2. Minutes of the last meeting 

The Chair asked the committee for comments on the minutes of the previous 
meeting. With no comments the Chair asked the committee to approve the 
minutes of the last meeting. 
For – 6, Against – 0, Abstain – 0 
The minutes were approved and will be passed onto Student Voice for 
consideration. 

3. Matters Arising 

Equality and Diversity 
Committee Remit  

The Chair said that the change to membership to 
the Equality and Diversity committee meant that 
the remit would need to be altered in the Students’ 
Associations by-laws. The Clerk mentioned she 
would consult with the Student Voice Team 
Leader and if this  needed to be changed, it would 
be put to 3rd Student Voice 
ACTION – Clerk to liaise with Student Voice 
Team Leader and get remit approved at 3rd 
Student Voice if necessary 



BME Group changes The BME Officers had yet to meet with VP SEBE 
to discuss plans of action for the group 
ACTION – VP SEBE to arrange meeting with 
BME Officer to discuss plan of action 

Ethnic Minorities Name 
Change 

The Chair updated the committee that this had 
been approved at Student Voice so the Ethnic 
Minorities campaign and officer roles are now 
known as BME. 
COMPLETED 

NUS communications 
with BME Officer 

The Chair had asked VP SEBE if he had passed 
on communications from NUS to the BME 
Officers. The VP SEBE said he had actioned this 
but the BME Officer 1 said they were having 
difficulty accessing their officer email. 
ACTION – Clerk to liaise with Communications 
and Media Co-ordinator to sort email issue. 

Creating a sheet to help 
support the Liberation 
Group Consultation 

Clerk has created a sheet which will be introduced 
at point 8. 
COMPLETED  

 
4. Officer Updates 

BME – BME Officer 1 informed the committee that there was nothing to 
update but were looking at future plans. There had been sign ups to the BME 
group so the BME Officer 1 was hoping to get them involved and develop a 
group, using any campaigns to increase membership. 

The BME Officer 1 also informed the committee that there had been 30 sign 
ups to the final Black History Month event but that issues with emails 
bouncing back and the time of the event not being suitable for some that the 
event was not as well attended as she would have liked.  

The Chair was encouraged by the BME Officer 1’s update in terms of 
membership and that great campaigns can happen with small numbers so 
they were not to be discouraged. 

LGBT+ - VP SHLS updated the committee on LGBT+ activities as the LGBT+ 
Officer position was currently vacant. VP SHLS mentioned the society were 
continuing to be active but once a new officer was appointed he was keen to 
discuss NUS’s blood ban campaign with them. 

Disabled Students - The Chair updated the committee on Disabled Students 
activities as the Disabled Students Officer was absent. The Chair noted that 
personal issues meant the campaign was not active at present but that they 
were keeping in touch with the Disabled Students’ Officer and offering support 
if needed. The Chair was also organising activities for UK Disability History 
Month in 22nd November-22nd December hoping the officer would get 
involved. 



Women - As the Women’s Officer was absent and their FTO Champion was 
unable to attend, the Clerk updated the committee that the Womens Officer 
was currently looking to establish a women’s committee and potentially 
looking for a new Women’s Officer. 

Sports – As the Sports Champion had submitted apologies this was not 
discussed. 

Societies – The Societies E+D Champion said there was nothing to update 
the committee of at present within Societies. 

5. GCU Equality and Diversity Update 

The Chair informed the committee they had not been to any GCU Equality and 
Diversity Committees yet. 

6. GCU Equality Outcomes Consultation 

The Chair informed the committee that the Equality and Diversity Adviser at GCU 
had been in touch saying that part of the university reviewing its Equality 
Outcomes, he wished to come along to the next committee to discuss the 
consultation further and get the committee involved in these consultations. The 
Chair then asked the committee if they were happy to invite the Equality and 
Diversity Adviser to the next committee meeting which the group agreed with. 
ACTION – Clerk to invite Equality and Diversity Adviser to the next Equality 
and Diversity Committee meeting. 

7. Upcoming Campaigns 

The Chair invited the committee to make them aware of any campaigns they 
were planning. As no one had anything planned at present, the Chair encouraged 
them to inform the committee so that they can be supported and the campaign 
can be promoted. 

8. Liberation Group Consultation 

The Chair introduced this item saying that the organisation was looking at the 
future of Liberation groups and how they operated and that the group were to 
consider if Liberation groups should be operated in the same way or a similar 
fashion to how societies operate. As requested at the previous meeting, a sheet 
had been created to see the differences in societies and liberation groups within 
GCU Students’ Association so the group could make a more informed decision 
on how liberation groups should look in the future.  

The Chair then outlined was included in the sheet including the differences in 
who can join, department the group would sit in, staff support, funding 
opportunities, meetings attended and opportunities available. The Chair 



mentioned there were pros and cons to both but that it would be best to take this 
sheet back to Liberation groups to discuss what works best. 

BME Officer 1 mentioned they would rather have all students involved as well as 
self-defining students but would like to run campaigns and events open to all. The 
Chair explained that running campaigns and events for all could happen under 
the current model and that meetings could be open to all but the group couldn’t 
be as autonomous as the group’s activity should be decided by self-defining 
members. 

BME Officer 1 said that BME Officer 2 had mentioned others were interested in 
the group and wanted to be involved but they don’t self-define as BME, however 
these people did not necessarily want to be involved in running the group but be 
allies. The Chair stated the group was autonomous so there was nothing to stop 
them inviting allies to certain meetings. 

VP SHLS clarified for the committee the difference between a FTO Champion 
and a policy lead is that a Champion can champion the cause and not tell the 
group what to do but a policy lead can, meaning liberation groups would be more 
exposed to the political interested of the organisation and have less control, 
meaning they would lose autonomy. 

The Chair stated there were a lot of differences between the two groups but the 
biggest difference would be a society would have an activity focus that would 
need to keep in line with society policy but a liberation group can make their own 
decisions about who can join and how its run. If the committee felt more support 
was needed to run activities this was something that could be looked into. 

VP SEBE understood the pros and cons but also mentioned that there was 
specific funding for NUS conferences for liberation groups and not necessarily for 
societies.  

The Chair mentioned that across the sector that Liberation groups sit in 
representation as they are meant to be autonomous and that a small minority 
move to being societies. If groups liked particular parts of the societies model this 
could be moved to liberation groups. The Chair asked groups to discuss this with 
their groups and come to the next committee with feedback to make a decision. 
ACTION – Liberation Officers to consult groups on new group model to 3rd 
Equality and Diversity Committee to discuss and approve changes. 

9. AOCB 

The Clerk informed the committee that a new LGBT+ Officer, Sophie Nicholls, 
had been found and that they would be trained soon then invited to the next 
meeting. 



VP SEBE confirmed he would meet with the BME Officers soon and would 
arrange this after the committee meeting. 

The Chair also suggested that FTO champions meet with their liberation groups 
to discuss new group model 
ACTION – FTO Champions to meet with liberation groups to discuss new group 
model. 

10. Date of Next Meeting 

The date of the next meeting is 2nd February 2017 at 2pm in NH209 
(Students’ Association Building) 

 


